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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION:
1.0. INTRODUCTION TO THE SUBJECT;
The purpose of this work is to prepare a computer program 
which will manage the data of Bilkent students. This task 
should be taken in the concept of database-
A database is a type of representation of descriptive 
knowledge. Date (1981) gives the definition as: “A database 
is a collection of stored operational data used by the 
application system of some particular enterprise."
The main difference between a database and a data file is 
the centralized control of operational data capability of 
database. By using a database instead of seperate datafiles 
for representing knowledge, problems like data redundancy and 
inconsistency are considerably reduced; integrated and shared 
access to knowledge is provided.
1.1. PROBLEM OF INTEREST:
It is required to manage the data which is about Bilkent 
students. This task can be done either by traditional tools 
such as paper and pencil, type writers, manila folders and 
card files or by a microcomputer. When the data management 
task is complicated, traditional tools are time consuming and 
even more expensive. The job which is explained below is 
highly complicated to be performed by traditional tools.
Requirements of the job has been determined as follows:
1— Each department's student's list showing CumGPA, GPA and 
standing.
a. List should be obtainable according to surname order;
b. List should be obtainable according to CumBPA order.
2— List of all students according to last two semester's 
CumGPA.
3— Frequency of letter grades for the following courses
Econ 101-102; Math 101-102;
Soc 101; Hciv 101-102;
Eng 101-103 (102-104);
Psych 102.
4— Following information should be stored for each student: 
» ID.No;





* High school average;
* OSYM teşt result;
* Universityfrom which student graduated;
* University average;
» Year of transfer;
* University from which student transferred.
Relational database model is the most suitable structure 
for our design since it is simple in operation and flexible. 
As database management system software I will use Turbo 
Pascal's Database Tool Box, because it provides very flexible 
and easy to use procedures and there is no limit in number of 
variables. Therefore such a complicated job can easily be 
realized by this powerful software.
1.2. PLAN OF THE THESIS:
This thesis is composed of four chapters. The first chapter 
is devoted to introduction. The problem of interest is 
introduced and job requirements are specified.
The second chapter is aliterature survey. Definition of a 
database system is given, major components and some 
fundemental design considerations are explained and well 
known design techniques are summerized.
The third chapter explains how to use the program; How 
menus come on to the screen successively, what kind of 
outputs can be obtained, what kind of inputs are required, 
which tables perform which jobs etc...
The fourth chapter gives the internal structure detailes of 
the program. TURGUT.TPU(the most important unit of the 
program ), the uasage of this unit's procedures and important 
global variables are explained.
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CHAPTER 2 -LITERATURE SURVEY ON DATABASE SYSTEMS:
2.0. INTRODUCTION:
This chapter introduces a literature survey. First, 
definition and major components of a database system -data, 
hardware, software, and users— are introduced. Some
fundemental concepts such as data, record, field, index file 
and key are explained before going into basic database design 
concepts such as data dependencies, keys, normalization and 
normal forms. Finally some well known design techniques in 
the literature are surveyed. These well known design 
techniques are Structured Analysis Technique, Information 
Analysis Technique and Entity Relationship Approach.
2.1. DEFINITION OF A DATABASE SYSTEM:
A database system is esentially nothing more than a 
computerized record—keeping system. The database itself can 
be regarded as a kind of electronic filing cabinet—that is, 
as a repository for collection of computerized data files. 
The user of the system will be given facilities to perform a 
variety of operations on such files, including the following 
among others:
♦ Adding new files to the database;
t Retrieving data from existing files;
♦ Updating data in existing files;
♦ Deleting data from existing files;
2.2.MAJOR COMPONENTS OF A DATABASE SYSTEM:
A database system involves four major components: Data, 
hardware, saftwa.re, and users.
2.2.1. Data:
In general, the data in a database system can be integrâted 
or shared or both.By integrated we mean that the database may 
be thought of as unification of several otherwise distinct 
data files, with any redundancy among those files either 
fully or partly eliminated. By shared we mean that the 
individual pieces of data in the database may be shared among 
several different users, in the sense that each user may have 
access to thé same piece of data (and different users may 
even be accessing the same piece of data at the same time 
("concurrent access"). Such sharing (concurrent or otherwise) 
is partly a consequence of the fact that the database is 
integrated.
2.2.2. Hardware:
The hardware consists of secondary storage
volumes-typically moving-head disks—on which the database 
physically resides, together with the associated I/O devices 
(disk drives, in the case of moving—head disks), device 
controllers, I/O channels, and so forth.
2.2.3. Software:
Between the physical database itself (i.e., the data as 
actually stored) and the users of the system is a layer of
software, the database manager (DB manager) or, more usually, 
database menegement system (DBMS). All requests from users 
for access to the database are handled by the DBMS. One 
general function provided by the DBMS is thus the shilding of 
database users from hardware—level details (much as 
programming—language systems shield application programmers 
from hardware level details). In other words, the DBMS 
provides users with a view of the database that is elevated 
somewhat above the hardware level, and supports user 
operations.
2.2.4. Users:
Users consist of application programmers (responsible for 
writing application programs that use the database) and 
end-users (interacting with the system from on line 
terminal).
2.3. RELATIONAL SYSTEMS AND OTHERS:
Almost all of the database systems developed over the past 
few years are relational (older systems, by contrast, are 
mostly not). Furthermore, almost, all current database 
research is based on relational ideas. In fact, there can be 
little doubt that the relational approach represents the 
dominant trend in the marketplace today, and that the 
relational model is the single most important development in 
the entire history of database field. A relational system is
a system in which:
1. The data is perceived by the users as tables (and nothing 
but tables); and
2. the operators at the users disposal (e.g., for data 
retrieval) are operators that generate new tables from old. 
For example, there will be one operator to extract a subset 
of the rows of a given table, and another to extract a subset 
of the columns—and of course a row subset and a column subset 
of a table may both, in turn be regarded as tables themselves. 
The user of a nonrelational system, by contrast, sees other 
data structures, either instead of or in addition to the 
tables of a relational system. We can conveniently categorize 
systems according to data structures and operators they 
present to the user. The four mojor categories are 
relstianslf invalid list, hierarchic, and nettnark
2.4. SOME FONDEMENTAL CONCEPTS:
2.4.1. Datafile:
Datafiles are simply files that contain data.
2.4.2. Record:
The seperate yet interrelated pieces of information that 
make up data file are records. For instance, in a database 
made up of customers who have an account in a department 
store, one customer's account number, name, address, phone 
number, and account status would constitude one record in the 
datafile. Organizing a datafil^ into seperate
units—records—makes it possible to perform the tasks that 
are routine to managing a database: Adding and deleting names 
from that database, finding a given customer's name to update 
his or her account status, or keeping all the names in 
alphabetical order.
2.4.3. Field:
A field is a single unit of information within a record. 
In the example above, there would be at least one seperate 
field each for the customer's account number, name, address, 
telephone number, and account status.
2.4.4. Index File:
Index fileş are analogous to datafiles; they are also made 
up of seperate pieces of information. Index files and 
datafiles are usually stored together on the same storage 
device-a hard or floppy disk— but they are entirely distinct 
from each other. DBMS goes back and forth between the two 
types of files, using a key string associated with a data 
record. In addition, every data record is assigned a unique 
number {the datsi reference) by DBMS so that even if there are 
duplicate keys (which is a common occurrence in a large 
database that contains several people with identicle last 
names), the correct data can still be located by DBMS.
2.4.5. Key:
A key is a string of characters that is related to one 
record in the database. For easy referance, a key is usually
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based on some important element (a field) in the record. For 
instance a key for a customer record in the department store 
database mentioned above might be customer's last name or 
accoun t number.
2.5. INTRODUCTION TO BASIC DATABASE CONCEPTS:
In this section, effective structures and design techniques 
in the literature have been surveyed.
Relational database model is the most suitable structure 
for our desin since it is simple in operstianf flexible And 
there exists increasing Amount of DBMS softn/Are supporting 
this model-Therefore in this section basic concepts of 
relational database design will be introduced.
2.5.1. Data Dependencies:
Design techniques for relational database schemata depend 
in data dependencies (Codd (1970), Date (1981), Fagin*(1987), 
Lien (1981), Kent (1983), Smith (1985), Ullman (1979). 
Zanilolo and Melkanoff (1981)). There are two types of 
dependencies between attributes, single VAlued and
muiti-VAİued ~
Single valued dependency from A to B occures if realization 
of attribute A determines only one realization of attribute B 
from among many possible. For example, consider an order name 
and assume each order is identified by an order code. Then 
this dependency is single valued.
order code--- >order name
Multi-valued dependency occures if realization of attribute A 
determines a subset of realizations of attribute B from A 
larger set of possibli1ities. For example, each machine group 
has a number of machines. Assuming they are represented by 




Keys are used to uniquely identify each record in a
relation. Hen/re a key should be unique and non—null to
assure data integrity. However a key may be a single 
attribute or combination of more attributes. In a relation, 
sometimes, realization of a foreign key exits. A foreign key 
is nothing but a field or group of fields in a relation 
which is the primary key of another relation. In such a 
situation, realization of a foreign key should also exist xn 
the original relation assuring referential integrity, which 
requires that a referenced record should actually exist in 
its original relation (Codd (1970), Date (1981), Ullman 
(1979)). ki surragste key is introduced to substitute a
primary key composed of several fields for. operational ease. 
For example, if primary key of a relation is composed of
attributes A1, A2,.... . An and if this key S is introduced
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to replace Al, A2,....,An to save space and increase 
operational efficiency (Smith (1985)) surragate key S is 
defined in another relation as follows;
S key relation
A1 A2 A3 ...... An
2.5.3. Normalization:
Normalization is necessary in relational database systems 
to avoid anomalities such as loss of data during update, 
insert, delete, and query operations (Codd (1970), Date 
(1981), Ullman (1979), Zaniolo and Melkanoff (1981)).
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Examples of anomalies resulting from unnormalized relations 
can be found in Date (1981),Zaniolo and Melkanoff (1981). As 
an example consider the following situation : 
student name student number courses credit
Ahmet 39647 Econ lOl 3
Ahmet 39647 Math 101 4
Mehmet 43401 Econ 101 3
Mehmet 43401 Math 101 4
Cenap 43333 Econ 101 3
Cenap 43333 Math 101 4
Redundant storage of student names, student numbers, course 
codes and credits can easily be seen. Assume course code of 
Math 101 is changed to be Math 111. Instead of updating one
11
value in the relation (because only one value is actually 
changed) we should update indefinite amount of values (equal 
to number of total students who are obligated to take Math 
101) .
Normalized form of above relation is ;
Relation 1










Normalization theory is built around the concept of normal 
forms. A relation is said to be in a particular normal form 
if it satisfies a certain specified set of constraints. For 
example, a relation is said to be in the first normal form 
(abbreviated INF) if and only if it satisfies the constraint 
that it contains atomic values only (thus every normalized 
relation is in INF, as already stated; it is this fact that, 
accounts for the "first"). Atomic value means, at every
12
row-and-column position in every table there is always 
exactly one data value, never a set of values (Date 
(1981)). There are five normal forms in relational 
databases. A relation in fifth normal form (5NF) is also in 
fourth form (4NF) and in 3NF, 2NF, and INF. Also a relation 
in 4NF is also in 3NF, 2NF, and INF. Same rule applies to a 
relation in 3NF and in 2NF (Date (1981), Kent (1983), Ullman 
(1979)). However, Codd originally defined only first, second, 
and third normal forms (1NF,2NF,3NF).
A relation is in 2NF if every nonkey attribute is fully 
dependent on primary key, that is all nonkey attributes are 
related with the key as a whole, not with the part of the key 
(a nonkey attribute is any attribute that does not 
participate in the primary key of the relation concerned).A 
relation is in 3NF if primary key of the relation identifies 
a set of mutually independent attributes. In other words 
there are no dependencies among nonkey attributes and there 
are no transitive dependencies. A relation is in 4NF if it 
contains only one multi-valued dependency in a relation, then 
all nonkey attributes are multidetermined by the key (Date 
(1981), Kent (1983)).
2.6. REVIEW OF DESI6N TECHNIQUES:
To design a relational database system
1. The information structure, data items and relationships 
among them should be modelled.
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2-Norfnal forms should be obtained from relationships found in 
the first step.
Some famous techniques are presented.
Structured lysis Techniques are used for analyzing and 
specifying the functions and operations of information 
systems. A set of formal specifications system requirements 
are produced. Structured analysis techniques are good for 
understanding the information requirements of a system but 
since they are concerned with existing application systems, 
the database designed may be insufficent when a new 
application is designed (Carswell and Navathe (1987)).
Inforffi^ ttion analysis Technique is a method of creating a 
precise and unambiguous description of the data structure of 
a universe of discourse, expressed in terms of binary
relationships model. The Information analysis methodology 
enables to translate the information structure diagram into a 
database scheme of normalized record types, so that it can 
subsequently be implemented on a relational DBMS by applying 
a grouping algorithm which examines all sentences and types 
of dependencies between the object types in the information 
structure diagram- (Shoval (1985),Shoval and Evenchaime 
(1987))-
Entity-Relationship (E/R) epproech adopts the natural view 
that the real world consists of entities and relationships. 
The core of E/R approach consists of E/R model and E/R
14
diagram. The E/R model is a high level conceptual data model 
which views the world in terms of entities and relationships 
between entities. The E/R diagram is a diagrammatic 
technique associated with E/R model (Chen (1976)). The E/R 
notations provide a means for system independent 
specification of elements and structure of data. It provides 
a link between the requirements phase design and conceptual 
phase design of a database (Carswell and Navathe (1987)).
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3-0. INTRODUCTION:
This chapter explains how to use the program, how menus 
come on to the screen successively, what kind of inputs are 
required, and which tables perform which jobs - 
3-1- THE MENUS:
Each menu provides some alternatives to select. In the 
program there are 16 menus. These menus are shown on the 
figures 1,2- Selecting an alternative can be done by moving 
the shaded rectangle on to the required alternative using up 
and down arrow keys and then pressing the ENTER key. When it 
is required to turn back to the upper menu, the user should 
press the ESC key- When the program is first loaded, the main 
menu comes on to the screen and provides the user three 
alternatives to select. If it is required to leave t^ ie 
program, the user should come to the main menu and press ESC 
key-Then the program asks the user if he/she is sure to leave 
the program; the user should say yes (pressing "Y") or say no 
(pressing **N**)- On the figures 1,2 each menu has been given 
a number artd throughout this text they will be evoked with 
these numbers- 
3-2. INPUT AND OUTPUT:
In the program various tables are dedicated to input and 
output. These are: Table for Opening New Departments, T^ble
CHAPTER 3 -HOW TO USE THE PROGRAM:
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MAIN MENU (M ENU 1)
of Standâtrt Courses, Student Registration Table, Student 
Grades and Courses Table^ Table to Specify Year and Semester^ 
and Table Showing the Frequency of Grades for The Specified 
Coursef Student Course and Grade position papers and Sorted 
List of students are other printed outputs. These input and 
output documents are explained below.
3.2.1. Table For Opening New Departments:
To reach this table, the user should choose Bolum işlemleri 
from the main menu and then Bolum Gcma option from menu—2. 
To open a new department, the user souId use up and down 
arrow keys to move the shaded rectangle to an empty place and 
then write the Department's letter code ( such as ECON, IR, 
MAN etc.). Departments letter code can be as long as 6 
characters. On this table it is possible to change the names 
of already existing departments. It is required to press FI 
key to save the changes. If ESC is pressed before FI, all 
changes will be ignored. To return to the upper menu the user 
should press ESC key.
3.2.2. Table of Standart Courses:
To reach this table, the user should choose Bolum işlemleri 
from main menu and Ders acma from menu-2. Department's name 
can be chosen from List of Departments menu and the year from 
List of Years menu. On this table, the user can enter 
course codes of the standart courses and corresponding 
credits for the specified year and department. It is also
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possible to change the already entered data. To save changes 
FI key should be pressed before ESC key. ESC key should be 
fiiressed to return List of Years menu-
Student are sometimes allowed to take elective courses. 
They choose a course from among many other courses possible. 
However, only some of these courses are accepted for 
graduation, others do not release the obligation of tfie 
student to take an elective course. On the table of standart 
courses, it is possible to enter a signal for elective course 
obligation of the students. When a student takes an accepted 
course, this course's code can be entered from Student 
Grades and Courses Table of the same student, meaning that 
this student completed the corresponding elective obligation. 
This is a very powerful characteristic of the program, 
because it is always very difficult to control hundreds of 
students if they have taken accepted electives and hence got 
the right for graduation.
3.2.3. Student Registration Table:
To reach this table the user should choose Ogrenci 
işlemleri from the main menu and Ogrenai K&yit ve Düzeltme 
from menu—7. The department can be chosen from the List af 
Depsirtments menu.
To register a student, the user should assign a search code 
for the student and write it to the space which is indicated 
as "KAYIT NO". After pressing either ENTER key or one of the
20
curser movement keys, the screen will provide empty spaces to 







He High school average;
He OSYM test result;
He University from which student graduated;
He University average;
He Year of the transfer;
He University from which student transferred;
If the user types an already registered student's search 
code, then the program will access this student and provide 
the information about him/her for editing.
The user should press FI to save the changes before 
pressing ESC (ESC is used to turn back to upper menu).
To delete a student from data files, the user must press 
the key FIO.
3.2.4. Student Grades and Courses Table:
To reach this table the user should select Ogrenci 
işlemleri from the main menu and Not Kayit ve Düzeltme from 
menu—7. Department must be chosen from the List of
21
D&partinents menu i,
To access a student^ the user should write the student's 
search code to the space which is indicated as KAYIT N0‘* and 
press ENTER key- Then the program will provide codes of the 
standart courses, their credits and some empty spaces for the 
following information:
t Codes of transfer courses; 
t Letter grades;
* Years of the .grades;
* Extra spaces to register elective courses;
When a student is first accessed, the program provides the 
above information for the first year semesters- Years can be 
changed by using page—up and page—down keys- Pressing FI key 
makes the changes perminent-
A1though standart course codes and their credits comes on 
to the screen as ready, the user can change them and make 
these changes perminent by pressing FI key. When FI key is 
pressed, the program calculates the CumGPAs and GPAs for all 
the semesters and yields them at the bottom of each semester- 
To make Student Grades and Courses table a printed document 
the user should have the printer ready and press F3 key- If 
printer is not ready, the program will give the message 
'Printer hazir degil, hazir olunca bir tuşa basiniz'- This 
printed document is called 'Student Course ant/ Gretde Position 
Paper'- Appendix A provides student's Course and Grade
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Position Papers on pages 39 and 40 as examples.
If the user wants to obtain Course and Grade Position 
Papers of all students, accessing each student from grade 
editing screen and then pressing F3 key will be a long job. 
The program provides an easy way to obtain position papers of 
all students. The user should choose Dokimantasyon from the 
main menu, Diger işlemler from menu—12 and Ogrenci Durum 
Belgeleri from menu—18. Department and year can be chosen 
from List af Departments and List of Years menus
respectively. Then■the program wil give position papers of 
all students for the specified department and year without 
individual confirmation.
3.2.5. Table to Specify Year and Semester:
To reach this table the user must choose Dokümantasyon from 
the main menu and Listeleme işlemleri from menu—12.
On this table, the user must specify for which year and 
semester she wants to obtain sorted lists of students. After 
entering the year and the semester, the user should press F5 
key to let the program calculate CumGPAs, semester GPAs, and 
semester standings. When calculations end, the program allows 
the user choose one of the following alternatives:
— Sort according to last name;
— Sort according to CumGPA;
— Sort according to last two semester's CumGPA.
Then the user should choose the department from List of
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Departments menu and year from List of "Years menu. If the 
printer is not ready, the program will give the message 
"Printer hazir degil, hazir olunca bir tuşa basinizExamples 
of sorted lists of students are provided in appendix A on 
pages 41,42 and 43-
3.2.6. Table Showing The Frequency of Grades:
To come to this table, the user must select Dakum^nt^syon 
from main menu, Diger işlemler from menu-12, and Not 
DAQilimlsiri from menu-18. Department and year can be chosen 
from List of Departments menu and from List of tears menu 
respectively.
On this table, the user can see the percentages of grades 
for the course she specified. To do this, the user must write 
the code of the course to the space which is indicaated as 
"DERS ADI" and press ENTER key. Then the program provides a 
bar— chart graphics on the screen. This bat chart graphics is 
composed of 5 bars. The first bar's length is proportional to 
the percentage of students who received A+, A, A-.The second 
bar is proportional to the percentage of students who
received B+, B, B-.The third bar is for C+, C, and C-; the 
forth bar is for D+, D, D- and the fifth bar is for F.Above 
each bar, the program writes the percentages and number of
students who stand in this category-
To take printed copies of bar-chart graphics, the user must 
press F3 key. Appendix A provides printed copies of
24
bar-chart graphics showing the frequency of grades on pages 
44, 45,To return upper menu the user must press ESC key.
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CHAPTER 4 - INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM:
4.0. INTRODUCTION:
This chapter gives the internal structure detailes of the 
program. TURGUT.TPU file is explained in detail and 
definitions of important global variables are provided. How 
to design the screens is explained step by step.
4.1. TURBUT.TPU:
4.1.1. Procedure Detector:
Fuction of this procedure is to detect which key is pressed 
just at the instance it is pressed. This procedure has a 
vital role because most of the functions of the program, such 
as selecting, printing, saving, deleting, adding, and 
escaping are all started up by a single key like ESC, ENTER, 
FI, F2, and F3 keys.
When this procedure is exacuted, it yields two variables as 
output. These are keycode and ch2. The integer variable 
keycode returns an integer value identifying the key pressed. 
These values are listed below: 
keycode=l for FI key;keycode=12 for End key;
keycode=2 for F2 key; keycode=13 for Page—up key;
keycode=3 for F3 key; keycode=14 for Page—down key;
keycode=4 for F4 key; keycode=15 for Insert key;
keycode=5 for F5 key; keycode=16 for Del key;
keycode=6 for F6 key; keycode=17 for <—  key;
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keycode=7 for F7 key; keycode=18 for — > key; 
keycode=8for F8 key; keycode=19 for up-arrow; 
keycode=9 for F9 key; keycode=20 for down—arrow; 
keycode=10 for FIO key; keycode=200 for RETURN key; 
keycode=ll for Home key;keycode=100 for ESC key; 
keycode returns the value O if any other key is pressed. If a 
character is pressed despite one of above control keys, 
keycode returns the value O and ch2 rturns the character 
which is pressed.
4.1.2. Procedure CrRec:
In the program, all input areas are designed as rectangles. 
When an input area is active then the corresponding rectangle
4
±5 shaded by the program to attract user's attention. The 
function of CrRec is to create these rectangles and link them 
to each other so that the arrow keys can control the movement 
of shaded rectangles-
CrRec procedure accepts five inputs and returns only one 
output. The inputs are NNjMM^addK,addy, and length. NN and MM 
are integer values; if each rectangle is considered to bean 
element of a matrix then NN specifies number of rows and MH 
number of columns. Addx, addy and length are integer arrays 
and they specify the x-address, y—address and length of each 
rectangle respectively. The only output of CrRec procedure is 
the pointer variable actrect. Actrect is a pointer which 
points the active rectangle or the active input area. When
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the user inoves the shaded rectangles by arrow keys what 
actually moves is actrect.
The variables linkL, linkR, linkD, and linkU are pointer 
links which are used by Crrec to link all rectangles- Address 
and length information are stored in pointer data variables 
K,y, and n- Codel and code2 are pointer data variables of 
type integer and they store the matching information between 
input rectangles and actual input variables-
4.1.3. Procedure SetRec:
The program shades the active input area (active rectangle) 
to attract the attention of the user-The function of setrec 
is just shading the active rectangle which is being pointed 
b>^ actrect-
Setrec procedure accepts four input variables and returns 
no output variable. The output of setrec is onto the screen 
not to any variable-The input variables are actrect, 
myvar,renkb, and renkt. Actrect is the pointer which points 
the rectangle which is going to be shaded, liyvar is an array 
of strings which stores actual inputs. Renkb and renkt 
specify background color and textcolor respectively.
4.1.4gi Procedure MoveRec:
This procedure detects which arrow key is pressed and then 
moves the actrect to the corresponding side to point new 
rectangle. Moverec procedure, also, calls setrec procedure 
to shade new rectangle and unshade previous rectangle.
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Moverec accepts six input variables and returns no output 
variable. The input variables are actrect, myvar, keycode, 
renkb and renkt.
4.1.5. Procedure MyEdit:
This procedure is the most important element of the 
program's editor. Procedure myedit detects the pressed key by 
using procedure detector. If the pressed key is a character, 
my edit inserts (or overwrites) this character in to a string 
called sahte. Myedit also calls moverec procedure, deletes 
characters, interchange between insert and overwrite modes 
and transfers the temprory string variable sahte to perminant 
input variable myvar-
Myedit accepts 13 input and output variables. These 
variables are actrect, keycode, ins, renkb, renkt, 1, k, i, 
myj<, myy, myn, myvar, and sahte- Ins is an integer variable; 
if ins has the value 1 then the editor is in insert mode; if 
ins has the value —1 then the editor is in overwrite mode- L, 
myx,myy are dynamic length, dynamic >i-coordinate and dynamic 
y~coordinate of the string variable sahte respectively- K and 
i are dynamic matching variables between input variables and 
rectangles-
4.1.6. Procedure MyEditor:
This procedure combines all editor procedures in to a 
single procedure and organizes them- To desin an editor it is 
not necessary to call myeditor or mmoverec procedures since
2 9
all ot their functions can be performed by the procedure m> 
editor.
4.1.7. Procedure Boya:
This procedure is used to create a shaded window, xi and yl 
are coordinates of upper left corner and î<2 and /2 are 
coordinates of lower right corner.
4.2. SOME IMPORTANT GLOBAL VARIABLES:
Ins: If ins=i then the editor is in insert mode, if ins==-i 
then the editor is in overwrite mode-
Senem: When list of years menu comes on to the screen, the 
choice of the user is stored in the variable senem. Senem 
can be either 1,2,3 or 4.
Bolumum: When List of Departments menu comes on to screen, 
the choice of the user is stored in the variable boiumum. 
Bolumum can take a value from 1 to 9-
Secim: The selection of the user from any menu is stored in 
this variable. This variable is used in the main block as tf?e 
expression of a case statement, so that the program car> 
decide which procedures to call after the user makes lier 
selection.
Menu: In the program, each table and menu is assigned a 
number as its name. This number is stored in the variable 
menu.
Bölümler: This is an array variable which stores the names 
of departments as six character strings. Bölümler can store
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up to 9 elements-Hence the user is not allowed to open more 
than 9 departments-
Signal:This boolean variable is used to detect the rectangle 
(input area) which is allocated to write search codes- By 
this way5 the program can understand that a new student is 
being invoked. Having the signal true means that, the user 
wants to get a new student-
Yeni: Having this variable false means that the user invoked 
an already existing student. However if yeni is true, the 
program will allocate a new record to a new student. 
Departments: This is a dataset type variable -(Dataset type 
is defined by Tubo Pascal Database Toolbox). It represents 
the definition of the record which is written in the file 
TANIM-TYP- This record is defined to store all the
information about departments-
Students: This is another dataset type variable ,but it 
represents the record which is defined to store all
information about students.
Tutma: This is the key variable to access a specified 
department. Tutma is a one character string and defined in 
the file TANIM.TYP.
Tutmal: Tutmal is another key variable to acess a specified 
student- It is a seven character string and defined in the 
file TANIM.TYP.
Bolrecc: This record variable is the name of the record which 
is used to store all the information about departments.
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stud: This is another record type variable. It is the name oi 
the record which stores all the information about students.
4.3. SCREEN DESIGN:
Screen design is done by using the procedures of the unit 
TURBUT.TPU The functions of these procedures had been 
explairted before. In this section I will explain the general 
guide line to design input screens. For the definition of 
variables and procedures, the reader should see the section 
unit TURGUT.TPU.
Each input area (rectangle) is assumed to be an element of 
input matrix.. For example, on the table of standart courses 
there are 4 columns and 12 rows; 2 columns are allocated to 
write codes of courses and 2 columns are for their credits. 
There are 12 rows because each student is allowed to take at 
most 12 courses in a semester.
—As the first step, the programmer should specify size of the 
matrix and create a new pointer:
NN:=12;MM:=4;
New(actreet);
-The second step is assigning address and length of each 
rectangle;







-The third step is calling CrRec:
CrRec(actree,nn,mm,addx,addy,length);
-The fourth step is opening a window which will cover all 
rectangles and writing footnotes:






-The fifth step is calling setrec to shade the active 
rectangle:
SetRec!ac trec t,myvar,ren kb,ren k t);
-The last step is activating the editor:
Repeat
Myedi tor! act. rec t, keycode, ins, renkb, renk t, indk, indi, my var , sigri 
al) ;




In this thesisj I have designed a student database which 
will manage data of Bilkent students- Although this program 
is designed for Bilkent, it is a very flexible and general 
use program for any university- Sorted lists of students, 
printed output showing the frequency of grades and student 
course and grade position papers can be very useful for 
determining grading and scholarship policies of universities-
This program can open at most 9 departments simultaneously. 
Therefore it is better to use it in faculties which have less 
than 9 departments- Each student can take at most 12 courses 
in a semester and only four years are defined- That is, it is 
not possible to use this program in faculties where formal 
education is longer than four years- Each year is designed to 
be two semesters, hence it is difficult to use this program 
for departments which have more than two semesters in a 
year -
Student grade and position papers are alternatives of 
transcripts- In a transcript, courses and grades are reported 
under the semester when the student actually taken it- 
However in student grade and position papers, courses and 
grades are reported under the semester in which a regular 
student should take it; the time concept is held in a 
separate column to provide information about student's 
regularity. Registrar offices provide transcripts whenever
34
required, however student grade and position papers are 
provided by only this program. Therefore this program gives a 
different point of view to the users (i.e. university 
personel) to manage data of students.
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id NO BOLUM SOYAD AD GPA GPA GPA
396481 MAN kadersiz MUSTAFA 4.06 4.06 4.06
396489 MAN HUYSUZ NİHAT 3.67 3.40 3.67
3964813 MAN CANSIZ ALI KEMAL 3.50 4.00 3.50
396482 MAN TURAN HAŞAN 3.24 3.28 3.24
396487 MAN BOSA SALIM 3.17 3.00 3.17
396485 MAN ÇALDIRAN BERNA 2.70 2.66 2.70
3964810 MAN GÜLMEZ akide 2.43 2.92 2.43
396484 MAN TOPAS METİN 2.30 1.60 2.30
3964814 MAN CUMA MENEKŞE 2.07 1.34 2.07
3964811 MAN OZTUHAFIYE nesrin 1.85 1.68 1.85
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uses d os , cr t, taccess , tahigh , turgut., pr in ter , sort, ek 1;{Ф1 tanim.typ} 
type












bo 1 recc : bo 1 rec ; 
stud:öğrenciler; 









procedure opendep(var departments:dataset;var yeni:boolean); 
begin
taopen (departments, 'Depart.dat' ,sizeof( bo 1 rec ) , ' Depar t‘. id x ' ,
sizeof(codeb)-l);
yeni:=false;
if not ok then begin
tac reate (departments, 'Depart.dat'' , si zeof ( bo 1 rec ) , ' Depart. idx ' , 
sizeof(codeb)-l); 
yeni:=true; end;




procedure openog(var students:dataset); 
begin
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taopen(studen ts,'Stud.dat' ,sizeof(ogrenc iler), 'stud.idx' , 
si zeof(codeo)“1); 
if not ok then
tacreate(departments,'Stud.Dat' ,sizeof(ogrenc iler),
'Stud.idx',sizeof(codeo)-1); 















if ((ch2='E') or (ch2='e')) then secim:=0; 
if ((ch2='H') or (ch2='h')) then secim:=l; 
if ((secimOO) and (secimOİ)) then soni:=false
4else sonl;=true;
if keycode=100 then begin secim;=l; sonl:=true; end; 
until sonl ; 
menu:=0; 
end;























MYVARC2,1];=('ö ğr e n c i İŞLEMLERİ 
MYVAR C 3,1]: = ('DOKÜMANTASYON 
I ! = 1;









if ((keycode=20) and (h<3)) then begin h:=h+l;
moverec(actrect,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);
gotoxy(80,1);end;
if ((keycode=19) and (h>l)) then begin h;=h-l;
moverec(actrect,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);
gotoxy(80,1);end;
until ((keycode=200) or (keycode=100)); 
secim;=h; if keycode=100 then 5ecim;=0; 
textbackground(renkb);textcolor(renkT);c1rscr; 
end;





























if ((keycode=20) and (h<2)) then begin h:=h+l;
moverec(actrect,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);
gotoxy(80,1);end;
if ( (keycode=19) arid (h>D) then begin h:=h-l;
moverec(actrect,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);
gotoxy(80,l);end;
until ((keycode=200) or (keycode=100)); 






























gotoxy(60,1);wri te(bo 1urnler[bolumum],' ' ,senem,' .SIN IF' );
str(bolumum,tutmab);
taread(departments,bolreeb,tutmab,exact); 
if ok then begin
boya(xl,yl,x2,y2,renkb,renkt); 
for k;=l to 12 do begin
myvar C k,1];=bo1reeb.courses[k,don]; 
cd:=bo1reeb.cred i ts[k,don D; 
str(cd,myvarCk,2]);
myvar[k,3];=bolreeb.courses[k,don+1]; 





for k:=l to nn do begin 




gotoxy ( 5,24 ) ; wr i te ( ' FI; KABUL ' ) ;gotoxy(15,24) ;write( 'F2: DÜZELTME·'' ) ;
GGTQXY(29,24);write('ESC:UST MENU');
don : =2>Ksenem-l ;gotoxy(25,7) ;write(don, ' . DONEM ' ) ;
gotoxy(52,7);write(don+l,'.DONEM');





myedi tor(actreet,keycode,ins,renkb,renk t,indk,indi,myvar,signal); 
case keycode of 
1:begin






































for k:=l to nn do begin 









case keycode of 
1:begin
for k:=l to 9 do begin 
str(k,tutmab);
taread(departments,bolrecb,tutmab,exact); 
for h:=l to 12 do begin 
for donm;=l to 8 do begin
bo1recb.courses[h,donm]:=bo1reeb.coursesCh,donm]; 


















































yazi larC 14] : = 















































































12 do begin 
to 8 do begin 








if dogruOtrue then begin
xl:=17;x2:=62;yi:=5;y2:=21;ren k b :=0;ren k t:=15; 
tex tbackground(renkb) ;tex tcolor(renk t );c 1rscr; 
gotoxy(32,2);write('ÜGRENCI KAYIT'); 
boya(xi,yl,x2,y2,renkb,ren k t) ; 
xl:=1;x2;=12;yl:=1;y2:=4; 
boya(xl,y1,x2,y2,renkb,renkt );
gotoxy(addx[l,l] 5 addy[l,l]);write(myvar[1,1]); 
for k:=2 to nn do begin 
for i:=l to mm do begin
goxy(addx[k,i],addy[k,i3);write(myvarC k ,i]); 













if dogruOtrue then begin
myeditor(actreet,keycode,ins,renkb,renkt,indk,indi,myvar,signal); 
case keycode of 
10:begin
if myvar[1,13<>' 'then begin
tutmal:=myvar[1,13; 
gotoxy(30,23);
write('Bu öğrenciyi kayitlardan silmek istediğinize '); 
gotoxy(60,24);write('eminmisiniz ? (E/H)');
detec tor(keycode,ch2) ; 
if ((ch2='E') or (ch2='e').) then 
tadelete(students,tutmal); 
gotoxy(30,23);
write( ' ' ) ;























for h:=l to 12 do begin 
for donm:=l to 8 do begin











e n d ;
end ; 
e n d ;
if sahtem=myvar[1,1] then signal:=false
sahtem:=myvarC1,1];













until ((keycode=i4) or (keycode=100)); 
until yeniden=false;
textbackground(renkb);textcolor(renkT);clrscr; 
secim:=0;if keycode=14 then secim;=14; hedef:=myvar[1,1]; 
end;




if iki='A+' then rak:=4.3; 
if iki='A ' then rak:=4.0;
■if iki='A-' then rak:=3.7; 
if iki='B+' then rak:=3.3; 
if iki='B ' then rak:=3; 
if iki='B-' then rak:=2.7; 
if iki='C+' then rak;=2.3; 
if iki='C ' then rak:=2; 
if iki='C-' then rak:=1.7; 
if iki='D+' then rak:=1.3; 
if iki='D ' then rak:=l; 
if iki='D-' then rak;=0.7; 
if iki='F ' then rak:=0; 
end;









for intl;=l to 8 do begin 
trelCintI]:=0;tcrCintI];=0; 
for int2:=l to 12 do begin 
harf:=stu.no11arCint2,inti]; 
cr;=stu.kredilerCint2,intl]; 





cumglerC inti]; = trelt/tcrt else
stu:ogrenciler;var br:bo1rec;var
integer);
if tcr[intl]O0 then s tu . gpa ler [ in ti ] : = tre 1 [ in ti ] / ter [ in ti ]
else stu.gpalerCintl];=0; 
end;
for intl:=i to 8 do begin 
tcrt:=tcrt+tcr[intl];trelt:=trelt+trel[intl];
end;
if treltOO then stu.cumgpa: =tcrt/trelt else stu.cumgpa: =0; 
for int2:=l to 8 do begin 
tc rt:=0;trelt:=0; 














for i:=1 to 
for i:=l to 




for i:=l to 11 do write(İst);write(1st,'DERSLER 
NOT YIL Cr.'); 
write(İst,' ');
write(İst,'DERSLER TRANSFER
for senem:=l to 4 do begin 
wri tein(İst); 
donm: =2)Ksenem-l; 
for i;=l to 12 do begin 
for t:=l to 11 do write(lst); 





if stu.yi 11ar[i,donm]<>0 then
5 do write(Lst);writeln(1st, 















write(IstjStu.kredilerC i,donm],' ' )
else write(1st,br.creditsCi>donm],' ');















































addx C k,53 





































= 1 0 i 
=2; 
=2 ; 
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= 10  



































X : =3; sahtep'''. y; =3; 
n ; =7 ; sahtep·''. codel: =0; sahtep
1 inkr:=sahtep;
.code2:=1
actrect"'. 1 inku: =ahtep'''. 1 inku; ac tree t: =sahtep; 












for k:=l to nn do begin
myvarC k,1]: = '.......
myvarC k,2]: = '.........
myvar C k , 3] : = ' )K)K' ; 
myvar[k,4]:='00'; 
myvarC k,5]: = '0' ;
myvarC k,6]: = '......... ' ;
myvar [k ,7]: = '...... ;
myvarCk ,8] : = 
myvarCk ,9] ; = 
myvarC k,10]: = '0' ;
end ;
if studo. bolumkodObolumum then ok:=false;
if ok=true then begin
donm : =2)K istenen-1; my x : =0 ;
for don:=donm to donm+i do beginmyx:=myx+l;
if myx=l then m:=0;if myx=2 then m:=5; 
for k:=l to nn do begin

































gotoxy(43,20);wri te( 'GPA : ' ,studo-gpaler[donm + l]:4:2, '
CumGPA :',cumgler[donm+l]:4:2);
end (>K0K>li) else begin text background (0) ;textcolor(15) ; 
gotoxy(15,2);




wri te(' ' ) ; ‘gotoxy(55,3);write(' ');





for k:=l to nn do begin 
for i:=l to mm do begin










studo-ogrenc icode:=myvar[0,1]; tutmao:=studo.ogrenc icode; 
h: =0;
for don:=donm to donm+1 do begin 
h: =h*+-l;
if h=l then m:=0;if h=2 then m:=5;

























{$I + >if 10resuflt=0 then begin 
gotoxy(10,25);








until ((devam=true) or (keycbde=100)); 
end; 
end;if sahtem=myvar[0,1] then signal:=false else
sahtem;=myvar[O,1];






















case menu of 
2:menu;=3;





























if ((keycode=20) and (h<10)) then begin h;=h+l; 
moverec(actreet,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0); 
gotoxy(80,1);end;
if ((keycode=19) and (h>l)) then begin h:=h-l;
moverec(actreet,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);
gotoxy(80,1);end;
until ((keycode=200) or (keycode=100)); 
secim;=h;bolumum:=h; if keycode=100 then secim:=0; 

































I : = 1;









if ((keycode=20) and (h<4)) then begin h:=h+l;
moverec(actreet,myvar,keyeode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);gotox 
y(80,1);end;
if ((keycode=19) and (h>l)) then begin h;=h-l;
moverec(actrect,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);gotox 
y(80,1);end;
until ((keycode=200) or (keycode=100)); 














for k;=l to nn do begin



















if ((keycode=20) and (h<3)) then begin h:=h+l;
moverec(actrect,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(O);
gotoxy(80,1);end;
if ((keycode=19) and (h>l)) then begin h;=h-l;
moverec(ac treet,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);
gotoxy(80,l);end;
until ((keycode=200) or (keycode=100)); 
secim:=h; if ,keycode=100 then secim;=0; 
textbackground(renkb);textcblor(renkT);c1rscr; 
end;































if ((keycode=20) and (h<2)) then begin h:=h+l;
moverec(ac treet,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);tex tcoIor(0);
gotoxy(80,1);end;
if ((keycode=19) and (h>l)) then begin h;=h-l;
moverec(actreet,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);
gotoxy(80,1);end;
until ((keycode=200) or (keycode=100)); 
secim;=h; if keycode=100 then secim;=0; 
tex tbackground(renkb);textco1or(renkT);c1rscr; 
end;




















MYVAR C 2,13 ; = ('OGRENCI BELGELERI' );
I ! = 15









if ((keycode=20) and (h<2)) then begin h;=h+l;
moverec(actreet,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt); texteol or(0);
gotoxy(80,1); end ;
if ((keycode=19) and (h>l)) then begin h;=h-l;
moverec(actreet,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);
gotoxy(80,1);end ;
until ((keycode=200) or (keycode=100)); 







actrect; pointer ; 
myvar; myinput ;
h,i,k,NN,MM,xl,x2,yl,y2,renkb,renkt; integer ; 
addx,addy,length ; intarray ;
Begin
new(actrect); h;=1 ; menu ;=15 ;
nn;=3 ; mm ; = 1 ;












for k ; 
gotoxy
1 , 1 ]







=lto nn do begin








if ((keycode=20) and (h<3)) then begin h:=h+l;
moverec(ac tree t,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);
gotoxy(80,1);end;
if ((keycode=19) and (h>l)) then begin h:=h-l;
moverec(actrect,myvar,keycode,renkb,renkt);textcolor(0);
gotoxy(80,1);end;
until ((keycode=200) or (keycode=100)); 














































































end else begin gotoxy(10,25);




















reset(din);WRITELN(İst,senem,'.SINIF SON IKI DONEM ORTALAMALARINA 
SIRALAMA');
WRITELN(İst);WRITELN(İst);
writeln(lst, ' SON 2');

































if odd!donem) then i:=l else i:=2; 
repeat
for t:=l to 12 do begin











if tcrtOO then s tu . gerGpa; =tre 11/tc rt else stu. gergpa: =0;
tcrt;=0;tre11:=0;regular:=true;
if donem=2 then begin
d опт: =2)|ts tu. sin if ;
for t:=l to 12 do begin
if ((stu.yi 1larCt,donm]<>yi1) and
(stu.derslerCt,donm]<>'......... ' ))then regular=false;
if ((stu.yillarCt,donm-l]<>yil-l) and
(stu.derslerCt,donm-1]<>'......... ')) then regular;=false;
if regular=true then begin
tcrt:=tcrt+stu.кred iler[t,donm]; 
harf:=stu.notlar[t,donm];
cevir ( harf , rak ) ; if ( ( harf =' >I<)K ' ) and
( stu . ders lerC t, donm.] <> '......... ')) then regu lar : =f a 1 se ;
trel t: =tre 1 t+rak >ltstu. к red iler[t,donm] ; 
tcrt:=tcrt+stu.kredileret,donm-1]; 
harf;=stu.notlar[t,donm-1]; 
cevir ( harf , rak ) ; if ( (-harf =' ЖЖ ' ) and




if tertOO then stu . bursgpa; = tre 11/tcrt else stu . bursgpa: =0; 













if ok then begin 










s t u . s t a n d i n g P R O B A T I O N ' ; 
if ((stu.gergpa<2) and
stu.standing:='REPEAT';
if stu.gergpa>=2 then stu-standing:='SATISFACTORY';
IF STU.gergpa>=3 then stu-standing: = 'HONOUR' ;

















































until ((keycode=iOO) or (keycode=5));










for i:=l to 10 do begin





















if ok then begin 
bitiş:=false;
if ((senem=stu.sinif) and (bolumum=stu.bolumkod)) then begin 
for i:=l to 12 do begin 




if sahte=der then begin 
harf;=stu.notlar[i,t]; 
cevir(harf,rak); 
if rak=0 then totf:=totf+1; 
((rak>=0.7) and (гак<1.7)) 
((гак>=1.7) and (rak<2.7)) 
























for i:=xl+i to x2-l do write(char(196));write(char(191)); 














if totOO then begin
yuza : =tota/totJKlOO; yuzb : = totb/tot)K 100 ; 
yuzc :=totc/tot)K100;yuzd :=totd/tot)K100; 


















!=1 to 10 do write(char(219)); 





if maxOO then begin 
inda:=trunc (yuza/max>|tl2) ; 
indb:=trunc(yuzb/max*12);
Lndc : =trunc (yuzc/max)K12) ;
indd : =trunc ( yuzd/max)K12 ) ; 





for i:=12 downto 1 do 
gotoxy(21,i+6);t:=t+1; 
if inda>=t then for toti 





if indb>=t then for tot:=l to 10 do write(char(219)); 
if indb=t then begin




if indc>=t then for tot:=l to 10 do write(char(219)); 
if indc=t then begin




if indd>=t then for tot;=l to 10 do write(char(219)); 
if indd=t then begin
gotoxy ( 54, i+4 ) ; wri te ( ' ( ' , yuzd : 4:2, ' 7.) ' ) ; 
gotoxy(54,i+5);write(totd);
end;
gotoxy(65,i+6);if indf>=t then for tot;=l to 10 
write(char(219)); 




gotoxy(65,i + 5);write(totf) ;
end; 
end;
gotoxy(21,19);rite(' A B C  D











{$! + }if I0result=0 then begin 
gotoxy(10,25);
write(' ' ) ;
X:=15;
for i:=l to 5 do write(lst,' '); 
write(1st,char(218));
for i:=l to 63 do write(1st,char(196));write(1st,char(191)); 
writeln(1st);
for i:=l to 5 do write(lst,' ');
write(1st,char(179));for i:=l to 63 do 
write(1st,' ');writeln(1st,char(179));
for i:=l to 5 do
write(lst,' ');write(1st,char(179),bölümlerCbolumum],' ',
senem,'.SINIF');for i:=l to 49 do
write(1st,' ');writeln(lst,char(179));
for i;=l to 5 do write(Ist,' ');write(1st,char(179)); 
write(Ist,der,' DERSİ NOT DAĞILIMI');
for i;=l to 33 do write(lst,' ');writeln(1st,char(179));
for t:=l to 15 do begin
for i:=l to 5 do write(Ist,' ');
write(1st,char(179)); write(lst,' ');
if inda>=x then for i;=l to 10 do write(1st,char(219)) else 
begin
if inda=x-l then write( 1st, ' ( ' ,yuza: 5:2, ' 7.) ');
80
if indaOx-i then for i:=i to 10 do 
write(1st,' ' ) ;
write(1st,' ' ) ;
if indb>=x then for i:=l to 10 do write(1st,char(219)) 
begin
if indb=x-l then wr i te ( 1 st, ' ( ' , yuz b : 5 : 2 , ' ) ');
if indbOx-1 then for i:=l to 10 do 
write(1st,' ');
write(1st,' ');
if indc>=x then for i:=l to 10 do write(1st,char(219)) 
begin
if indc=x~l then write(1st,'(',yuzc:5:2,'X) '); 








if indd>=x then for i:=l to 10 do write(1st,char(219)) 
begin
if indd = x-l then wri te ( 1st, ' ( ' j yuzd : 5:2, '/() ');
if inddOx-1 then for i:=l to 10 do 
write(1st,' / ) ;
writeC1st,' ' ) ;
if indf>=x then for i:=l to 10 do write(lst,char(219)) 
begin
if indf=x-l then wr i te ( 1 s t, ' ( ' , yuz f : 5; 2, '/() ');





for i;=l to 5 do write(lst,' ');














for i;=l to 5 do write(lst,' '); 
write(lst,char(192));












































gotoxy(21,20);for h:=l to 54 do rito(char(196));
xl:=l;x2:=15;yl:=l;y2:=4;















yuz b,yuzc,yuzd,yuz f) ;
end ;
gotoxy(addx[l,l],addyCl,lJ);write(myvar[l,l]);




myed i tor(ac tree t,keycode,ins,renkb,renk t,indk,indi,myvar,signa 1) ; 
signal:=true;
if sahtem=myvar[1,1] then signa1:=fa 1se else
sahtem:=myvar[1,1];




if keycode=3 then begin
prgraf(inda,indb,indc,indd,indf,tota,totb,totc,totd,totf, 






















if ok then begin




($! + }if IQresult=0 then begin 
gotoxy(10,25);
wri te(' ' ) ;
myprint(stu,bolrecb,cumgler,bölümler,bolumum);devam;=true; 
for keycode:=l to 5 do writeln(1st);
end else begin
gotoxy(10,25);





until ((devam=true) or (keycode=100));
end;
end;








for ins:=i to 9 do begin 
str(ins,tutma); 
if yeni=true then begin
bo1recc.bolcd:=tutma;bolrecc·boIname:=' ';
bolumlerC ins]:=bolrecc.bo1name; 
for h:=l to 12 do begin 
for donm:=l to do begin



























































































































































until son ; 
cleanupbol; 
cleanupog;
END
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